THE FARM PRODUCTS MARKETING ACT  
(C.C.S.M. c. F47)  

Vegetable Exemption Order  
Re Minnesota Dehydrated Vegetables Inc.*  

Regulation 12/2010  
Registered January 18, 2010  

Exempt persons  
1 Subject to the terms of this Order, persons registered as table potato producers by this Board are exempt from the following:  

(a) sections 4, 6 and 12 of Manitoba Regulation 123/2000 (Potato General Order);  

(b) Manitoba Regulation 13/95 (Potato Quota Order) except the provisions of Part VIII; and  

(c) Manitoba Regulation 125/2004 (Potato Promotion and Research Levies Regulation);  

with respect to any potatoes marketed by such producers in accordance with the terms of this Order.  

Exempt producer activities re root crops  
2 Subject to the terms of this Order, persons registered as root crop producers by this Board are exempt from the following:  

(a) sections 3, 6 and 12 of Manitoba Regulation 198/94 (Root Crop General Order);  

(b) Manitoba Regulation 12/95 (Root Crop Quota Order) except the provisions of Part VIII; and  

*This Order is made under the Manitoba Vegetable Producers’ Marketing Plan Regulation, Manitoba Regulation 117/2009, and is Order No. 2, 2009 of Peak of the Market.
(c) Manitoba Regulation 126/2004 (Root Crop Promotion and Research Levies Regulation);

with respect to any root crops marketed by such producers in accordance with the terms of this Order.

**Exempt purchaser activities**

3 Subject to the terms of this Order, Minnesota Dehydrated Vegetables Inc. (the "Exempt Purchaser") is exempt from sections 6 and 13 of Manitoba Regulation 198/94 (Root Crop General Order) with respect to any potatoes or root crops purchased by such Exempt Purchaser in accordance with the terms of this Order.

**Exempt product**

4 The exemptions provided for in this Order are only applicable to potatoes and root crops marketed by registered producers to the Exempt Purchaser for delivery to the Exempt Purchaser at the Exempt Purchaser's processing plant located in Fosston, Minnesota for use in manufacturing by the Exempt Purchaser in such processing plant into dehydrated or canned products, provided that such potatoes or root crops are actually used by such Exempt Purchaser in manufacturing such dehydrated or canned products.

**Manitoba Regulation 96/2000 repealed**

5 The Vegetable Exemption Order re RDO Foods Company and Minnesota Dehydrated Vegetables Inc., Manitoba Regulation 96/2000, is repealed.
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